
Swift Rivers Study Guide

Chapter 1 - White Birches 

1. How old was Chris Dahlberg? 
	 Seventeen.


2. What nationality was Chris’ grandfather? 
	 Swedish


3. What manual labor was Chris doing in this chapter? 
	 He is harvesting the hay.


4. Why was he working alone? 
	 His grandfather did not come to help.


5. Where did this story begin? 
	 In what was to become the state of Minnesota.


6. What was Stuart looking for? What did he find? 
	 He was looking for gold. He found “fools gold” instead, which is iron pyrites.


7. Where did Stuart think the wealth in that region was to be found? 
	 He thought the wealth was to be found In wood logs carried down the stream to the 	 	
	 Mississippi.


8. What news alarmed the people of Goose Wing Valley? 
	 Horse thieves had stolen Uncle Nel’s horse and Jan Peterson’s gelding.


9. What kind of person was Uncle Nels? Give evidence from the book to prove your 
answers. 
	 Uncle Nels was unfriendly. He gave Stuart scant directions on how to find the way to 	 	
	 the high meadow. (p. 11)

	 He was unloving. (p. 3) He cared for Chris out of duty but begrudgingly and without 	 	
	 love. (p. 15)

	 He had a terrible temper. He went into a rage when Chris announced he was going to 	 	
	 visit Grandfather. (p. 20-21)


10. Compare Freda to Uncle Nels. How did she differ from her father? Give evidence. 
	 Freda was kind:  She knitted mittens for Grandfather. (p. 22) She tried to let Chris in the 		
	 gate and hide him from her father (p. 35). 

	 Uncle Nels, however, was harsh. He forbade anyone to let Chris back.

	 Freda did not have her father’s expression of sullen ill-temper. (p. 23)

	 She knew it was right for Chris to visit Grandfather. (p. 22)


11. What was one virtue that Grandfather (Alexis Dahlberg), Chris, and Uncle Nels had in 
common? 
	 They all had a strong sense of duty and honesty. Uncle Nels kept Chris even when 	 	
	 food was scarce. (p. 15)

	 Chris and Grandfather continued paying their debt to Nels by having Chris stay and 	 	
	 work for Nels,  even though they would have rather lived together. (p. 27) “Yet we owe 	 	
	 him a debt; he has done his part honestly.”
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Ch. 2 - Forest Treasure 

1. “Nothing could have been more ill-judged than his favorite decree that his house was 
to have no more to do with his sister’s son. He had lost more than Chris….” (p. 37) 

What did Uncle Nels lose when he turned Chris away from his door? 
	 He lost a very hard-working and capable farm-hand. He lost a nephew who was loyal. 	 	
	 (See p. 20 to see what work Chris did for the price of a roof and meal.)

What did Chris lose? 
	 He lost nothing. In fact, he gained his freedom. He was free from his debt to Uncle Nels.


2. Who gave Chris more information on rafting logs? Describe him. 
	 Pierre Dumenille was a tall French-Indian who was sorrowing over an argument he had 	 	
	 with his dearest friend.


3. Why did Chris go on a long hunting expedition? 
	 Supposedly he was to gather meat for the winter, but his real object was to examine the 
	 trees.


4. What did Chris find on the stony slope? What was his initial reaction to what he found? 
	 He found fool’s gold. At first he thought it was real gold and he foolishly risked his life 	 	
	 trying to get more.


5. Chris wonders, “What was there about gold which made a mere flash of yellow stone 
set a man quite out his wits?” What do you think is the answer? 
	 Possible answers: greed, the desire for sudden riches


6. Why did Grandfather chop down the walnut tree? 
	 He knew that it was close to decaying. He wanted to see that “golden fruit” would 	 	
	 come from it. (He hoped the wood from the walnut tree would be the beginning of 	 	
	 Chris’ fortune.)


7. What did Nels threaten? 
	 He threatened that he would not allow the logs to go past his property.


8. Why is this chapter called “Forest Treasure?” 
	 The treasure of the forest is its wood.


9. Think about the treasure of gold and the treasure of wood? How do they differ? 
	 People thought they could become rich quickly and easily by finding gold. Wood could 		
	 be a source of income, but long, hard labor was required to make an income from it. 	 	
	 However, people could make beautiful things out of wood just as they could from gold.
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Ch. 3 - Gold in the Ashes 

1. Why were the inhabitants of Goose Wing Valley so interested in Chris’ endeavor? 
	 If he were successful, they would raft logs as well as a source of income. They wanted 	 	
	 to know if rafting logs was plausible.


2. What did Uncle Nels do to stop the logs from passing his property? 
	 He fastened a chain from one end of the stream to the other.


3. What did Chris want to do when he saw what Uncle Nels was doing? What did he do 
instead? What does this say about his character? 
	 He wanted to seize the sledge they were using and swing it against the post until the 	 	
	 chain was smashed free. Instead, he held remained aware of his responsibility to his 	 	
	 Grandfather, he controlled his temper, and decided to wait until the next morning when 		
	 he would ask friends and well-wishers for help. This shows that Chris could think things 
	 through clearly even when he was angry and he could control his temper.


3. What happened as a result of the chain? 
	 Large chunks of ice got stuck in the chain, stopping the flow of the stream. This caused 
	 water to spurt out onto the banks, causing floods.


4. What did Chris do when he saw what had happened? Why do you think he did this? 
	 He picked Uncle Nels out of the rocks of the river and dragged him to the bank and up 	 	
	 the slope, saving his life. Possible answers: He was loyal; he wanted to save Uncle 	 	
	 Nel’s life for Freda’s sake; he had a strong habit of doing the right thing. 


5. What were the barriers to Chris’ success? 
	 Some of the barriers were: his own inexperience, time, the wind and water, the 	 	 	
	 greediness of men.


6. What drove Chris forward despite these seemingly insurmountable obstacles? 
	 His main motivation was his love for his grandfather and the need to support and care 	 	
	 for him.


7. It seemed to Chris that pioneer life bred only two sorts of men. What were they? 
	 Honest and dishonest men


8. Who were the two men who came to the log hut where Chris was taking shelter? 
	 They were the horse thieves who had stolen Brown Jenny


9. Did you suspect these two men were dishonest? If not, why not? If so, why? Give 
evidence from the book to support your answer. 
	 Answers will vary, but evidence should come from pp. 89-90.

	 One possible answer: They seemed dishonest because they would not name the 	 	
	 person they were looking for.


11. What two choices did Chris have once he reached the Mississippi? 
	 1) Sell the logs now.

	 2) Raft them down the Mississippi.


12. Which one do you think he should choose? Why? 
	 Answers will vary.
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Ch. 4 - Marching Waters 

1. Why did Chris want to take his logs to St. Louis? Would you feel the same way? Why 
or why not? 

	 He wanted to see the venture to its final end.


2. What were some of Pierre’s good qualities that Chris observed? 
	 He had a warm smile, French charm, Indian instincts for rocks and waters, and the 	 	
	 power to handle men.


3. What was the cause of the quarrel between Langford and Dumenielle? 
	 Dumenielle had fallen asleep while on duty rafting, and the raft was about to crash into 	 	
	 a reef. Pierre took the steering sweep out of Langford’s hands and saved the raft. 	 	
	 Langford  took this as an insult and became very  angry.


4. What did Deborah tell Pierre? Why did she tell him this? 
	 Deborah told Pierre that when Joe Langford will sick, he was calling for Pierre. She said 		
	 this because she felt it was her duty.


5. Con O’Blennes told Chris, “The old Mississipp’ is showing her teeth.” What did he 
mean by this? 
	 When the water is low, the rocks and sharp reefs stick up out of the water, making it 	 	
	 very dangerous for rafting.


6. How did Chris persuade Pierre’s rafters to leave Mike Shannon’s Place to ride the 
rapids? 
	 Chris felt as if he were facing 50 of Uncle Nel’s kind. In his excitement,  his face showed 
	 confidence and power. He called each rafter by name one by one and commanded 	 	
	 them to go to work.


7. Why do you think Stuart tied up Ellerby’s head? 
	 Possible answers: He did it out of mercy and pity; he did not want to see a man die if he 
	 could help it, etc.
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Chapter 5 - The King of Spain’s Daughter 

1. Who was the first person to take a rest and why? 
	 Chris was the first person. Pierre saw that he could do no more.


2. Who was 24 hours ahead of Pierre and his crew on the river? 
	 Joe Langford and his rafters


3. How did Chris feel when Pierre was leaving to pilot another raft? What was Pierre’s 
reaction? 
	 Chris felt desolate and forlorn. Pierre was touched by the courage and youth of Chris. 	 	
	 He promised to help Chris sell his logs in St. Louis.


4. How did Pierre and Joe differ? How were they similar? 
	 Differences: Joe was loose limbed and slow in movement. He gave orders easily and 	 	
	 laughed and joked with his men. Pierre, however, was quick to move and barked 	 	
	 orders. He was reticent and kept to himself more.

	 Similarities: Both handled the unwieldy raft with the touch of a master. Both were 	 	
	 capable of deep friendship.


5. What is the name of the most difficult place to raft? 
	 Lone Tree Crossing


6. Whose house did Chris and Stuart save from fire? Who was he? 
	 They saved Barton Howland’s home. He was the man Grandfather had spoken highly 	 	
	 of before Chris left on his journey.


7. What was in the heavy treasure box that Chris and Stuart saved? Why did Howland 
consider the contents of the box to be treasures? 
	 Books were in the box. Howland said, “It is books which hold a man steady in such 	 	
	 solitude as this.” Since he lived alone, his books were his companions.


8. Why did Chris feel torn about helping Howland to rebuild his home?  What would you 
have done? How did Chris decide to stay and help? 
	 He did not want to be kept back helping a stranger while his precious logs were going 	 	
	 down the river without him.   Answers vary. He thought of Grandfather and what he 	 	
	 would have thought was the right thing to do.


9. Who or what is “the King of Spain’s Daughter” and why? 
	 Mr. Howland called the region where Chris came from “the King of Spain’s Daughter” 	 	
	 because the land used to belong to the King of Spain, and the King of Spain never had 		
	 a fairer realm. (p. 163)


10. Mr. Howland wrote two letters. Who were they for, and what was the purpose of each 
letter? 
	 One letter was written to inform Pres. Andrew Jackson about the richness of the land 	 	
	 where Chris came from. Mr. Howland wanted him to protect the American claim to the 	 	
	 tributaries of the Mississippi.

	 The second letter was to David Payne, asking him to help Chris get an education.


11. What happened at Lone Tree Crossing? 
	 Joe Langford and his raft had gone aground.
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Chapter 6 - Lone Tree Crossing 

1. Why did Langford’s raft get destroyed at Lone Tree Crossing? 
	 Langford became sick. He had to have Ned Kelly pilot the raft. Kelly was not as 	 	 	
	 experienced, and he couldn’t handle the raft when wind and a thunder storm hit.


2. What did Pierre want Chris and Stuart to do? How did Pierre describe this task? 
	 He wanted them to take the lead in collecting the scattered logs and rebuilding the raft. 		
	 The task was “heartbreaking, one that all river men dread as they dread nothing else… 	 	
	 to work long hours under the hot son with the help of clumsy men.”


3. Where did Pierre warn the boys not to go, and why? 
	 He told them not to go near the Indian’s creek because some of the Indians were 	 	
	 unfriendly. If the raftsmen went near the creek, it would cause an outbreak.


4. Knowing this, why did Stuart and Chris still take a small boat to the Indian’s creek? 
	 They suspected that the Indians had taken their missing logs — and they were right.


5. Why was it so important to Chris that he persevere in collecting the logs and restoring 
the wrecked raft? Why was the same perseverance so important for Stuart? 
	 For Chris: His very character demanded that he complete a task once it was started. He 
	 wanted to keep his word to himself, to Grandfather, and to Pierre. He was afraid of 	 	
	 failing, for if he failed, he would lose confidence in himself.

	 For Stuart: He had promised himself and Pierre that he would carry long labor to 	 	
	 completion. If he succeeded, it would be the first time he ever persevered through a 	 	
	 difficult task.


6. What distracted the Indians from properly guarding the stolen logs? 
	 They became engrossed in playing the moccasin game, which was a gambling game.


7. How did Chris and Stuart get the logs back? 
	 Chris got the logs back by hiding in the stream in the shadow of a overhanging bank. 	 	
	 He gently pushed the logs across the shingle bar and into the stronger current. The 	 	
	 current carried the logs further down stream where Stuart pushed them with an iron-	 	
	 hooked peavey. He pushed them over the drop in the stream bed towards the 	 	 	
	 Mississippi.


8. Why do you think this task required the most “patience and self-restraint” of all their 
“toiling hours”? (p. 208) 
	 Despite great fear and suspense, they had to work carefully, silently, patiently, gently. 	 	
	 They had to take “infinite pains” that no “sudden movement or unwary splash” alerted 	 	
	 the attention of the guards.
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Chapter 7 - The Yellow Giant 

1. What was the Indian trying to do to Chris? 
	 The Indian was trying to drown him.


2. Why did the Indian not call for help? 
	 He did not want his companions to know he had let the logs slip away. He would rather 		
	 have died than face humiliation.


3. How was Chris able to fight off the Indian? 
	 Chris was very strong because he was used to hard labor. At one point, the walnut log 	 	
	 struck the Indian, rendering him insensible.


4. What task was “Putting down a dead man”? 
	 It was the difficult job of dragging free the bow portion of the raft, which had been 	 	
	 buried in sand.


5. Why did Chris begin to wish the journey would not end? (p. 223) 
	 Being a simple country boy, he was haunted by questions about how he would manage 
	 in St. Louis. He also wondered how he would do business with the gentlemen in St. 	 	
	 Louis, when he had never had money of his own.

	 

6. Who stole John Rawlin’s savings? 
	 Tom Loomis, the horse thief from Goose Wing Valley


7. Why did Stuart take off in such a hurry? 
	 He went to look for his horse Pharoah, whom John Rawlins had taken from Tom 		 	
	 Loomis.


8. Who begged for a ride on Chris’ raft? Why? 
	 Tom Loomis did. He was trying to escape Jim Rawlin’s friends who were after him.


9. Who or what was the Yellow Giant? 
	 The Yellow Giant was the Missouri River — a “tumbling, tawny giant… flinging a yellow 	 	
	 flood into the translucent water of the first stream.”


10. Who was standing on shore when Chris finally arrived at St. Louis? 
	 Stuart Hale and Pierre Dumenille
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Chapter 8 - The Little Nut Tree 

1. What were Stuart and Chris quarreling about? 
	 Chris wanted Stuart to take more money from the sale of the logs, but Chris was 	 	
	 refusing to do so.


2. How did the journey change Stuart? Do you think the journey changed Chris? Why or 
why not? If so, how was Chris changed? 
	 Stuart now had an appreciation for education. He also knew he could persevere 		 	
	 through long hard work and study.

	 Answers will vary. Possible answers:

	 It did change Chris - he grew in experience and confidence. He learned the extent of his 
	 physical and moral strength. He learned about friendship and forgiveness.

	 OR: It did not change Chris - he was hard working and honest all along. 


4. What was Monsieur Gervraise going to do with the walnut log? 
	 He would build a figure head for his new ship, the Golden Age. It would be a figure of 	 	
	 Father Time with great wings, and it would be carved out of the perfect walnut log.


5. Why did Chris not feel abashed in the presence of the gentlemen who had come to buy 
his logs? 
	 They were on common ground: they were all interested in timber and what could be 	 	
	 made from it. Also he had wood that they wanted. “They were on equal footing”.


6. Why did Pierre refuse payment from Chris for piloting his logs? What does this say 
about Pierre’s character? 
	 Pierre refused payment because Chris had worked well and had served his dearest 	 	
	 friend Langford.  This shows that Pierre had a grateful heart and deeply loved his 	 	
	 friends. Money was not as important to him as friendship was.


7. What was David Payne’s great mission? 
	 He wanted to establish liberal education in the new country by building a school to 	 	
	 educate the young.


8. What was Chris’ plan moving forward? 
	 His plan was to complete one more season of logging and rafting to raise enough funds 
	 to ensure Grandfather would be properly cared for. Then he would spend the winters in 		
	 St. Louis studying at Payne’s school. He would spend the summers with Grandfather.


9. As Chris passed by Uncle Nel’s home, what question came to his mind? How was this 
question answered? 
	 Chris wondered whether or not he should enter Uncle Nel’s home. Freda came running 		
	 out begging him to stop for a meal, so he did.


10. What had Grandfather planted in front of his cabin? 
	 A new walnut tree.


11. What brought Chris the greatest happiness? 
	 The feeling that he was home again after a long journey and knowing that he was safe 	 	
	 and surrounded by well-beloved and familiar things brought Chris the greatest 	 	 	
	 happiness.
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Questions for Discussion: 

For all these questions, give proof of you answer with evidence from the book.


1. What was the main conflict of the book? Man vs. man, man vs. nature, or man vs, self? 	 	     
Describe the conflict.


2. What do you think is the main theme of the book and why? 

    What are some of the other themes? 

	 Possible answers: friendship, perseverance, gratitude, forgiveness, journeying into the 	 	
	 unknown


3. What do you think the walnut tree symbolizes?


4. Is Chris Dahlberg a realistic character? Why or why not?


5. Which character do you relate to most? Which character is most like you? Why?


6. Compare and contrast Stuart and Chris. How are they similar? How are they different?


7. Throughout the book, Chris had to make some important decisions. Can you describe at 
least three? Were his decisions selfish or selfless? Were they wise or foolish? How do you think 
the story might have ended if he had made different decisions?


7. The author Cornelia Meigs received a Newberry Honor award in 1933 for this book. Why do     
you think this book was awarded such a great honor? 


8. This book takes place in 1835. Do you think it is still relevant to readers today? 

    Why or why not?


9. Swift Rivers is a story of a journey into the great unknown. Can you think of any other books 
you have read that tell the tale of journey? If so, what are they? How are they similar Swift 
Rivers? How are they different?
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